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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the influence of El Ni~no–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) on different aspects of major
stratospheric sudden warmings (SSWs), focusing on the precursor role of blocking events. The results reveal
an ENSO modulation of the blocking precursors of SSWs. European and Atlantic blocks tend to precede
SSWs during El Ni~no (EN), whereas eastern Pacific and Siberian blocks are the preferred precursors of SSWs
during LaNi~na (LN) winters. This ENSOpreference for different blocking precursors seems to occur through
an ENSO effect on regional blocking persistence, which in turn favors the occurrence of SSWs. The regional
blocking precursors of SSWs during each ENSOphase also have different impacts on the upward propagation
of planetary-scale wavenumbers 1 and 2; hence, they determine ENSO differences in the wavenumber sig-
natures of SSWs. SSWs occurring during EN are preceded by amplification of wavenumber 1, whereas LN
SSWs are predominantly associated to wavenumber-2 amplification. However, there is not a strong prefer-
ence for splitting or displacement SSWs during any ENSO phase. This is mainly because during EN, splitting
SSWs do not show a wavenumber-2 pattern.
1. Introduction
Major stratospheric sudden warmings (SSWs) are
foremost disruptions of the stratospheric polar vortex
associated with enhanced upward propagation of plane-
tary Rossby waves from the troposphere into the strato-
sphere during winter (Matsuno 1971; Andrews et al.
1987). SSWs are more frequent in the Northern Hemi-
sphere (NH), and exhibit large interdecadal variability
(e.g., Gomez-Escolar et al. 2012). During SSWs the polar
vortex is either displaced equatorward (displacement
type) or broken into two parts (splitting type) (e.g.,
Andrews et al. 1987). This is accompanied by a reversal
of the westerly winds over the polar cap and a dramatic
warming of the polar stratosphere (e.g., Limpasuvan et al.
2004). Subsequently, these stratospheric anomalies in the
zonal mean flow progress downward within a few weeks
into the troposphere, where they persist from weeks to
months (e.g., Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001). In recent
years, several studies have stressed the importance of the
stratospheric anomalies associated with SSWs to provide
more skilful extended-range and seasonal forecasts of
tropospheric winter weather in the northern extratropical
regions (e.g., Baldwin et al. 2003). In this sense, the
classification of SSWs into splitting and displacement
events is important since the tropospheric responses
differ according with the type of SSW (Mitchell et al.
2013). Relatively, little attention has been paid to identify
the tropospheric precursors of SSWs, even when they
have the potential benefit of improving the predictability
of SSWs and hence, the lead time of the SSW-related
anomalies in extended-range weather forecasts (e.g.,
Cohen and Jones 2011).
Several forcings affect the mean winter state of the
NH polar vortex, such as El Ni~no–Southern Oscillation
(ENSO), the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO), volcanic
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eruptions, or the 11-yr solar cycle (e.g., Holton and Tan
1980; Robock andMao 1992; Garcıa-Herrera et al. 2006;
Matthes et al. 2006). In the last years a renewed interest
has emerged to examine the role of ENSO. Observa-
tional and modeling studies reported an ENSO in-
fluence on theNH polar stratosphere, whereby the polar
vortex is warmer and more perturbed during El Ni~no
(EN) winters, with opposite but weaker responses oc-
curring during La Ni~na (LN) (e.g., Sassi et al. 2004; Free
and Seidel 2009; Calvo et al. 2010). The underlying
mechanism is thought to involve an ENSO-forced ex-
tratropical response in the troposphere that modulates
the upward planetary wave flux into the winter strato-
sphere and the polar vortex strength via planetary wave
dissipation (e.g., Garcıa-Herrera et al. 2006; Manzini
et al. 2006). Furthermore, modeling results suggested
a tendency for SSWs to occur preferentially during EN
winters (Taguchi and Hartmann 2006), as it would be
expected from the seasonal mean effect of EN on the
polar vortex. However, recently, Butler and Polvani
(2011) found that, for the 1948–2010 period of the Na-
tional Centers for Environmental Prediction–National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) re-
analysis (Kalnay et al. 1996), SSWs occur with approx-
imately equal frequency during EN and LN. Despite the
limited sample size of the observational record, this re-
sult stresses the importance of both ENSO phases for
the occurrence of SSWs.
On the other hand, the fact that SSWs can occur with
relative independence from the seasonal mean state of
the polar stratosphere highlights the relevance of sub-
seasonal processes in driving SSWs (e.g., Quiroz 1986).
Among them, tropospheric blocking (i.e., the break-
down of the prevailing tropospheric westerly flow by
persistent anticyclones) has been identified as a poten-
tial precursor of SSWs (Martius et al. 2009; Castanheira
and Barriopedro 2010;Woollings et al. 2010; Nishii et al.
2011). Using reanalysis data, Taguchi (2008) did not find
statistically significant connections between blocks and
SSWs; this was attributed to the fact that blocking is a
more frequent phenomenon than SSWs.However, while
not all blocks lead to SSWs, SSWs tend to be preceded
by blocks. Thus, it is unclear whether there are specific
signatures in blocking or in the SSWs themselves that
promote the otherwise weak linkage between them.
Recent studies have reported that the blocking pre-
cursors of SSWs occur over different regions depending
on the type of SSW; hence, significant associations be-
tween blocking and SSWs only arise when SSWs are
stratified into splitting and displacement cases (Martius
et al. 2009; Castanheira and Barriopedro 2010). The
growing body of evidence suggests that the blocking-
induced perturbations in tropospheric planetary-scale
waves of wavenumber 1 (hereafter wave 1) and wave-
number 2 (hereafter wave 2) depend on the blocking
location, and in turn influence the type of SSW, with
wave 1 being more related to displacement events and
wave 2 related to splitting SSWs. There are also different
precursors of splitting and displacement SSWs at monthly-
to-seasonal time scales (Cohen and Jones 2011).
In this study, we examine the ENSO influence on the
tropospheric blocking precursors of SSWs and on several
features of the SSWs such as the type or the relative
contribution of different wavenumbers. The paper is
structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data and
methods, which include the identification of ENSO
events, the definition and diagnosis of SSWs, a descrip-
tion of the blocking algorithm, and the statistical analyses
performed in this study. Themain results are presented in
section 3, which addresses the ENSO influence on the
blocking precursors of SSWs and on the characteristics
of the SSWs. To interpret the ENSO differences, we also
explore the overall blocking response to ENSO and the
mean blocking effect on the polar vortex depending on
the ENSO phase. The main conclusions are summarized
in section 4.
2. Data and methods
a. SSWs characteristics
The study was conducted for the 1958–2010 period by
using data from the 40-yr European Centre forMedium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis
(ERA-40; 1957/58–2001/02; Uppala et al. 2005) and the
ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim; 2002/03–
2009/10; Dee et al. 2011). Similar results were found for
theNCEP–NCAR reanalysis and for the 1957/58–2001/02
period of the ERA-40. The list of SSWs and their classi-
fication into displacement and splitting events were taken
from Charlton and Polvani (2007) for the 1957/58–2001/
02 period of ERA-40 and from Cohen and Jones (2011)
for the 2002/03–2009/10 period of the NCEP–NCAR re-
analysis. Both used the same definition and criteria to
identify SSWs (see Charlton and Polvani 2007): SSWs
were detected as isolated episodes of zonal mean zonal
wind reversal at 10 hPa and 608N during the extended
NH winter season [November–March (NDJFM)]. There
are 36 SSWs in the 1958–2010 period. The central dates of
the SSWs (i.e., the first day of easterly wind) are shown
in Table 1. It should be stressed that Cohen and Jones
(2011) employed data from the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis
but they reported no differences in the identification of
cases or in the type of SSWs between the NCEP–NCAR
and the ERA-Interim reanalyses. However, we noted
some minor discrepancies in the central dates of the
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events and thus, we chose the central dates detected
with the ERA-Interim.
According to Bancala et al. (2012), the classification of
SSWs into displacement and splitting events is based on
a suite of criteria that tends to be biased toward the
postwarming phase of the SSW.Aswe are interested here
in precursors of SSWs, we also categorized SSWs into
wave-1 and wave-2 events, depending on the planetary
wave activity for a period before the SSW, herein taken as
the [210, 0]-day interval (the day 0 refers to the central
date of the SSW). This classificationwas done by applying
a zonal Fourier decomposition of the 50-hPa geopotential
height field at 608N on a daily basis, and retaining the
amplitudes of wavenumbers 1 (Z1) and 2 (Z2) for the
[210, 0]-day period before each SSW.
SSWs were classified into wave-1 and wave-2 events
according to the following criteria: (i) the SSW was de-
fined as a wave-2 event if [Z2] $ [Z1] (the brackets de-
note the averaged amplitude for the [210, 0]-day period
before the SSW) or ifZ22Z1$ 200 gpm at least for one
day within the [210, 0]-day period before the SSW; and
(ii) the SSWwas defined as a wave-1 event if [Z1]. [Z2]
and Z2 2 Z1 , 200 gpm for all days of the [210, 0]-day
period before the SSW. This method is similar to (but
simpler than) that proposed by Bancala et al. (2012).
The second condition in (i) and (ii) (i.e., that referring to
Z22Z1) was imposed to avoid filtering wave-2 SSWs by
the smoothing inherent to the temporal average. How-
ever, this criterion was found to be of secondary impor-
tance (it only affected the classification of two SSWs),
since most SSWs are unequivocally determined by the
value of [Z2] 2 [Z1]. The choice of the 50-hPa pressure
level is justified because it is near the climatological
maximum of Z2 in a vertical profile, and the threshold of
200 gpm approximately coincides with the 90th percentile
of theZ22Z1 time series. The resulting catalog of wave-1
and wave-2 SSWs is shown in Table 1, together with the
classification of SSWs in splitting or displacement types,
and is similar to that provided by Bancala et al. (2012,
their Table 1) for the 1958–2002 period. In fact, the
conclusions of this study remain if we use their classifi-
cation for wave-1 and wave-2 SSWs.
In addition to Z1 and Z2, we also computed daily
values of the meridional eddy heat flux at 100 hPa (y0T 0)
averaged over 458–758N (and weighted by the cosine of
the latitude), which provides a measure of the planetary
wave activity flux entering the stratosphere (e.g., Polvani
and Waugh 2004). This was also done for wave 1 and
wave 2 separately (i.e., y01T
0
1 and y
0
2T
0
2) after applying
a fast Fourier transform to the daily fields of y0 and T 0 at
100 hPa (e.g., Newman and Nash 2000). In the above
expressions y0 and T 0 are the deviations from the zonal
mean, y0i and T
0
i are the amplitudes of the ith wave
component of the meridional wind and temperature,
and the overbar denotes the zonal mean. Finally, we
computed the daily anomalies of the poleward eddy
heat fluxes. Throughout this paper, daily anomalies are
TABLE 1. Central dates (i.e., the first day with easterly winds, as
diagnosed from 1200 UTC zonal mean zonal wind data at 10 hPa
and 608N), type [splitting (S) and displacement (D)], precondi-
tioned wavenumber [wave 1 (W1) and wave 2 (W2)], and the as-
sociated winter ENSOphase of SSWs in the 1958–2010 period. The
SSWs of the ERA-40 period 1958–2002 are taken from Charlton
and Polvani (2007). For the 2003–10 period, the SSWs are from
Cohen and Jones (2011), but reassigning their central dates to those
detected with the ERA-Interim.
Reanalysis Central date* Type Wave ENSO phase**
ERA-40 31 Jan 1958 S W1 EN
15 Jan 1960 D W1 NE
28 Jan 1963 S W2 LN
16 Dec 1965 D W1 EN
23 Feb 1966 S W1 EN
7 Jan 1968 S W2 LN
28 Nov 1968 D W1 EN
13 Mar 1969 D W1 EN
1 Jan 1970 D W1 NE
18 Jan 1971 S W2 LN
19 Mar 1971 D W1 LN
31 Jan 1973 S W1 EN
9 Jan 1977 S W1 EN
22 Feb 1979 S W2 NE
29 Feb 1980 D W1 NE
4 Mar 1981 D W1 NE
4 Dec 1981 D W1 NE
24 Feb 1984 D W1 NE
1 Jan 1985 S W2 LN
23 Jan 1987 D W1 EN
7 Dec 1987 S W1 EN
14 Mar 1988 S W1 EN
21 Feb 1989 S W2 LN
15 Dec 1998 D W1 LN
26 Feb 1999 S W1 LN
20 Mar 2000 D W2 LN
11 Feb 2001 S W1 LN
30 Dec 2001 D W1 NE
17 Feb 2002 D W1 NE
ERA-Interim 18 Jan 2003 S W1 EN
5 Jan 2004 D W1 NE
21 Jan 2006 S W1 LN
24 Feb 2007 D W1 EN
22 Feb 2008 D W2 LN
24 Jan 2009 S W2 LN
9 Feb 2010 S W1 EN
*An additional event was detected on 23Mar 2010 with theERA-
Interim and the NCEP–NCAR reanalyses. This episode was not
considered by Cohen and Jones (2011). We disregarded it to
avoid a subjective judgment of the type of SSW and possibly
using different classification criteria across the SSWs.
** The classification of ENSO events is only faintly different from
that provided by Butler and Polvani (2011). The discrepancies
are due to small differences in the criteria for the classification of
ENSO events and the truncation of the N3.4 index.
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always defined with reference to the seasonal cycle by
subtracting the daily climatology. Fluctuations of the
poleward eddy heat flux can be interpreted in terms of
variability in the upward planetary wave propagation
(e.g., Polvani and Waugh 2004), with positive (negative)
anomalies of y01T
0
1 and y
0
2T
0
2 representing an enhanced
warming (cooling) of the lowermost stratosphere be-
cause of increased (decreased) upward propagation of
wave 1 and wave 2, respectively.
b. ENSO events
ENSO winters were defined for the 1958–2010 period
according to the NDJFM average of the Ni~no-3.4 index
(hereafter N3.4). The Ni~no-3.4 index is the regional
(58S–58N, 1708E–1208W) monthly-mean sea surface
temperature anomaly with reference to 1971–2000 (the
monthly series was extracted online at http://www.cpc.
ncep.noaa.gov/). Similar to Butler and Polvani (2011),
EN, LN and neutral (NE) winters were identified when
N3.4 $ 0.508C, N3.4 # 20.508C, and 20.5 , N3.4 ,
0.58C, respectively. This leads to a balanced distribution
of ENSO phases, with 17 EN, 17 LN, and 19 NE winters
in the 53-winter record. We note that different thresh-
olds for N3.4 [those used in Butler and Polvani (2011)]
yielded similar results to those reported in this paper.
Table 1 lists the ENSO phase corresponding to each
SSW. Out of the 36 SSWs of the 1958–2010 period, 13
SSWs occurred during EN winters (EN SSWs), 13 events
occurred during LN winters (LN SSWs), and 10 SSWs
occurred during NE winters.
c. Blocking detection
Daily blockswere detected as large-scale areas ($1.83
106 km2) with anomalies of the 500–150-hPa vertically
integrated potential vorticity (PV) below 21.3 PVU
(1PVU 5 1026Kkg21m2 s21; the 10th percentile of the
PV distribution). A tracking algorithm was employed
to follow the daily evolution of the 2D blocking areas
and to ensure quasi stationarity and persistence of the
blocking events [see Castanheira and Barriopedro
(2010) for further details]. The blocking detection
scheme is identical to that employed by Martius et al.
(2009), except that we adapted it to daily data, instead
of the 6-hourly resolution used therein. To test the sen-
sitivity of the results with respect to the blocking defini-
tion, we repeated the analyses with a novel blocking
algorithm based on geopotential height data at 500 hPa
(Barriopedro et al. 2010), without finding remarkable
differences.
d. Composite methods
To address the ENSO influence on blocking we
performed 2D composites of blocking frequency and
persistence for EN and LN winters. The blocking fre-
quency was assessed by evaluating for each grid point
the number of days that a blocking pattern was detec-
ted. Blocking persistence was computed by identifying
all blocking episodes that affected (during at least 1 day)
a given grid point and then averaging their total dura-
tion and assigning this value to that grid point. The
statistical significance (against climatology) of the EN
and LN composites was assessed with a Monte Carlo test
of 1000 random subsamples of winters with the same size
as the number of ENandLNwinters and randomyears of
occurrence.
The blocking precursors of SSWs are identified by
performing 2D composites of the blocking frequency for
the [210, 0]-day period before the central day of each
SSW. This time scale is close to the typical duration of
blocking and to the lead time of numerical weather
forecasts for which SSWs are predictable (Gerber et al.
2009; Marshall and Scaife 2010), although the results are
not highly sensitive to the choice of the temporal win-
dow (e.g., a [220, 0]-day interval yields similar results).
The same analysis was performed for SSWs stratified
according to the ENSO phase. In all these cases, signifi-
cant differenceswith respect to climatologywere assessed
with a Monte Carlo test of 1000 members, each one
containing the same number of cases and dates as the
SSWs of each composite but with random years of oc-
currence (Taguchi 2008; Martius et al. 2009; Castanheira
and Barriopedro 2010).
Finally, to interpret the ENSO differences in the
blocking precursors, we assessed the wave activity at the
polar stratosphere induced by blocks, by computing 2D
composites of Z1, Z2, and poleward eddy heat fluxes
following the occurrence of blocking at a given grid
point. To do so, local blocking occurrences were iden-
tified from those winter days when a 2Dblocking pattern
affected a given grid point. For each one of these local
blocking episodes, we computed the average values of
Z1, Z2, and heat fluxes anomalies for the 10-day period
following the initiation (day 0) of the local blocking
event at the given grid point (as in Nishii et al. 2011).
The length of this time interval approximately corre-
sponds to the time for tropospheric anomalies to propa-
gate to the stratosphere (e.g., Limpasuvan et al. 2004).
These dynamical fields were then composited at each
grid point of the NH for all local blocking episodes of
the extended winter. The significance was assessed with
a Monte Carlo test of 1000 trials in which the same
number of cases of each grid point is chosen with ran-
dom years of occurrence, but keeping the days and
months of the blocking events intact. Similar composite
analyses were also derived for EN and LN winters,
separately.
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3. Results
a. ENSOmodulation of blocking precursors of SSWs
First, the characteristic blocking precursors of SSWs
and their spatial differences with the ENSO phase are
explored. Figures 1a–c show the composites of blocking
[210, 0]-day prior to SSWs as derived from all winters
and from EN and LN winters separately. The results
indicate weak links between blocking and SSWs when
SSWs are considered altogether (Fig. 1a). However,
a more robust signal arises if SSWs are stratified by the
ENSO phase, with large differences in the location of
the blocking precursors between EN and LN. During
EN (Fig. 1b), SSWs tend to be preceded by blocking
occurrence over the Euro-Atlantic sector (although the
signal is only significant over western Atlantic), while
eastern Pacific and, secondarily, northern Siberia block-
ing are significantly the preferred precursors of SSWs
during LN (Fig. 1c). Comparatively, the spatial pattern
during NE winters shows some blocking activity over the
Euro-Atlantic sector, although the signal is only statisti-
cally significant over small regions of eastern Europe (not
shown). Interestingly, the behavior of blocking activity
over the Pacific and the Atlantic is reversed during op-
posite ENSO phases: Pacific blocking frequency is sig-
nificantly increased (cf. climatology) before LN SSWs
and reduced prior to EN SSWs, and the opposite occurs
for Atlantic blocking. This is reflected in the composite
difference between EN and LN (Fig. 1d). These results
suggest an ENSO influence on blocking precursors of
SSWs, with a clear spatial preference for specific blocking
precursors depending on the ENSO phase. Therefore, in
the following, wewill mostly focus onEN and LN phases,
disregarding SSWs occurring during NE winters.
On the other hand, previous studies have reported
a spatial dependence of the blocking precursors on the
type of SSWs (see section 1). According toMartius et al.
(2009), splitting events are preceded by either Pacific
FIG. 1. Composites of blocking precursors of SSWs for (a) all, (b) EN, (c) LN winters, and the composite difference of the blocking
precursors for (d) EN minus LN SSWs, (e) displacement minus splitting SSWs, and (f) wave-1 minus wave-2 SSWs. Blocking precursors
are identified from the blocking frequency for the [210, 0]-day period before the central date of SSWs. The blocking frequency is
expressed as the percentage of time (over the 11-day period) duringwhich a blockingwas detected at each grid point. The number of SSWs
entering into the composites is shown in the top-right corner of each panel. Vertical (horizontal) hatched areas indicate regions with
blocking activity significantly above (below) climatology at the 95% confidence level as derived from a 1000-trial Monte Carlo test. Note
that the detection of a significantly low blocking frequency (p, 5%) in (a)–(c) is hampered in regions where the climatological blocking
activity is low.
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blocks alone or Atlantic and Pacific blocks simulta-
neously, while displacement SSWs are associated with
a lack of Pacific blocking and enhanced blocking fre-
quency over the Euro-Atlantic/Euro-Asian sector. This
is reproduced in Figs. 2a and 2b, which show the com-
posited rate of blocking frequency for the [210, 0]-day
period preceding displacement and splitting SSWs, re-
spectively. SSWs that occur during EN and LN share
some of their blocking precursors with those of displace-
ment and splitting SSWs, respectively (cf. Figs. 1b and 1c).
To explore if this is due to an EN (LN) preference for
displacement (splitting) SSWs, we have computed the
frequency of SSWs and their types for each ENSO phase
(Fig. 3a). Using the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis, Butler and
Polvani (2011) obtained that SSWs occur with similar
frequencies during EN and LN and are less common
during NE. Our results (dark bars in Fig. 3a, top plot)
confirm this finding for a different reanalysis. A break-
down of the results by the type of SSW sheds more light
on the ENSO–SSW relationship. For the SSW definition
employed herein, splitting events tend to occur more
often during LN than in the climatology, whereas EN
winters are not biased toward any particular type of SSW.
It is also remarkable that the reduction of SSWs during
NE reported by Butler and Polvani (2011) arises from an
almost complete lack of splitting SSWs (p . 95%), just
one event in 19 winters. Similar results are obtained from
the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis and for small changes in
the classification of ENSO years, although the small
sample size of typed SSWs compromises the statistical
robustness of our results, which should therefore be taken
with caution.
The results of Fig. 3 indicate that, although there is
some tendency for splitting SSWs during LN, EN does
not show any preference for a type of SSW. In fact, the
difference in SSW frequency between EN and LN win-
ters is not statistically significant for any type of SSWs
(Fig. 3a, bottom plot). Hence, the differences in the
blocking patterns between EN and LN shown in Figs. 1b,c
cannot be attributed to a distinctive type of SSW during
EN and LN. A comparison of the relative importance
of the effects of ENSO and the type of SSWs on the
blocking precursors of SSWs is shown in Figs. 1d,e. The
differences between EN and LN (Fig. 1d) are larger
than those between splitting and displacement SSWs
(Fig. 1e), indicating that the ENSO effect on the spatial
blocking precursors dominates over the effect due to
the type of SSW.
FIG. 2. Composites of blocking precursors of (top) displacement and (bottom) splitting SSWs for (a),(b) all winters; (c),(d) ENwinters; and
(e),(f) LN winters. See the caption of Fig. 1 for details.
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Up to now, we have reported an ENSOmodulation of
the blocking precursors of SSWs. Next, we explore the
ENSO influence on the blocking precursors of displace-
ment and splitting SSWs separately. To do so, composites
of blocking precursors were computed for displacement
and splitting SSWs and for each ENSO phase, and the
results are shown in Figs. 2c–f. Note that the sample size is
small in some of these composites, in particular those of
displacement SSWs. Splitting SSWs that occur during EN
(Fig. 2d) and LN (Fig. 2f) display major differences in
their blocking precursors. While Atlantic blocking tends
to precede splitting events during EN, Pacific blocks occur
predominantly before LN vortex splits. As a consequence,
the co-occurrence of blocking over the Pacific and the
Atlantic before splitting SSWs (Fig. 2b) is no longer
significant when vortex splits are stratified by the ENSO
phase. Instead, splits of EN and LN winters are signifi-
cantly associated with blocking precursors over different
basins. Note also that NE cases would not distort this
conclusion, as there is only one splitting SSW during NE
winters. Different from splitting SSWs, the composites
for displacement SSWs do not exhibit opposite blocking
patterns between EN and LN (Figs. 2c,e). Still, there are
some remarkable differences, the most striking one
corresponding to the tendency for displacement SSWs
to be preceded by Siberian blocks during LN (Fig. 2e)
and by European blocks during EN (Fig. 2c). The above
results reveal an ENSO signal on the spatial blocking
precursors of splitting and displacement SSWs. Thus, the
relationship between blocking and the type of SSW re-
ported in previous studies is not univocal, but is modu-
lated by ENSO.
b. Stratospheric response to blocking and its ENSO
modulation
To understand the underlying dynamics behind the
ENSO modulation of the blocking precursors of SSWs,
we explore the mean blocking effect on the polar
stratosphere and its dependence with the ENSO phase,
regardless of whether or not blocking leads to SSWs. To
assess the wave influx that reaches the lower stratosphere
induced by blocking episodes, we performed composites
of anomalous zonal mean poleward eddy heat flux at
100 hPa averaged over 458–758N (y0T 0) and of its wave
components y01T
0
1 and y
0
2T
0
2 separately, for the [0, 10]-day
mean period after the occurrence of a block at each grid
point of the NH (Fig. 4).
Overall, there are significant positive values of the
total eddy heat flux over most of the Euro-Atlantic
sector and negative values over western Pacific (Fig. 4a).
As a consequence, Euro-Atlantic (western Pacific) blocks
tend to precede a warmer (colder) polar stratosphere
because of enhanced (suppressed) upward wave propa-
gation and subsequent dissipation. This agrees with pre-
vious studies reporting links between the strength of the
polar vortex and precursor tropospheric anomalies over
the European or the North Pacific sector (e.g., Garfinkel
et al. 2010). Thus, the blocking influence on the polar
stratosphere depends on the geographical location of
the block. This regional-dependent influence of blocking
on the polar vortex can be explained by the relative lo-
cation of the blockwith respect to the geographical phase
of the stationary planetary waves of wavenumber 1 and 2
(e.g., Castanheira and Barriopedro 2010; Nishii et al.
2011).
By separating the total poleward heat flux into wave-1
(Fig. 4b) andwave-2 (Fig. 4c) components, it is found that
the net response of the polar vortex to blocking mainly
FIG. 3. (a) Relative frequency of SSWs and their types (splitting
and displacement) according to the ENSO phase, shown in the top
plot. The frequency difference between displacement and splitting
SSWs during EN and LN (dark bars), and the EN minus LN dif-
ference of all SSWs and their types are shown in the bottom plot.
(b) As in (a), but for wave-1 and wave-2 SSWs. The frequencies are
computed as a conditional probability (i.e., number of SSWs during
a given ENSO phase divided by the number of winters with that
ENSO phase). Whiskers indicate the 5th–95th intervals derived
from a Monte Carlo test of 5000 random subsamples with the same
size as the number of EN, LN, and NE winters.
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arises from the contribution of wave 1. However, and
more importantly, there are different regional blocking
influences on wave 1 and wave 2 (cf. Figs. 4b and 4c). This
is further illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows zonal cross-
section composites of anomalous wave-1 and wave-2
components of the geopotential height field induced by
blocking at selected geographical locations. Overall, the
wave amplitude of a given wavenumber is enhanced by
blocking when the region of blocking coincides with the
stationary ridges of that wavenumber in themid- to upper
troposphere, while the opposite occurs if the blocking
pattern is collocated with the corresponding stationary
troughs. The resulting amplified (weakened) patterns of
the stationary waves are tilted westward with height,
indicating an enhanced (suppressed) upward propaga-
tion of planetary-scale Rossby waves. A more detailed
FIG. 4. Composites of zonal mean meridional eddy heat flux anomalies (Km s21) at 100 hPa (y 0T 0) and of its wave-1 (y01T
0
1) and wave-2
(y02T
0
2) components averaged for 458–758N and for the [0, 10]-day period following the occurrence of blocking at each grid point of the NH.
The composites for (a)–(c) all, (d)–(f) EN, and (g)–(i) LNwinters. The composites for (left) total, (center) wave-1, and (right) wave-2 heat
fluxes. Positive (negative) values indicate a wave-driven warming (cooling) response of the lower stratosphere to local blocking occur-
rence. Vertical (horizontal) hatched areas identify those regions with poleward heat flux anomalies that are statistically significant above
(below) normal at the 95% confidence level using a 1000-trial Monte Carlo test. Black dots in (b),(c) highlight selected locations.
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FIG. 5. Longitude–pressure cross-section composites of (left) wave-1 and (right) wave-2 anomalies (gpm, color
shading) for the [0, 10]-day period after the onset of blocking at selected locations (the blocking position is displayed
with a black dot in each panel corresponding to locations in Figs. 4b,c) for (a),(b) Pacific (658N, 1508W); (c),(d)
European (608N, 08); (e),(f) Atlantic (658N, 508W); and (g),(h) Siberian (658N, 658E) blocks. Contour lines show the
extended winter climatology with contour interval of 50 gpm and solid (dashed) lines indicating positive (negative)
values (the zero contour is omitted). The number of cases in each composite is shown at the top-right corner of the
left-hand panels. Vertical (horizontal) hatched areas denote anomalous wave amplitudes that are significantly above
(below) climatology at the 95% confidence level, after a 1000-trial Monte Carlo test.
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assessment performed at different time lags following
blocking occurrence indicates that these wave pertur-
bations appear almost immediately after the blocking
episode and persist for several days, which suggests
a relatively fast bottom-up influence (not shown).
Looking in detail at the regions of blocking precursor
of SSWs, it is found that eastern Pacific blocks have
opposite effects on wave 1 and wave 2 (Figs. 5a,b), re-
sulting from a destructive (constructive) interference
between the blocking anomaly and the stationary wave 1
(wave 2). The competing effects of eastern Pacific blocks
on wave 1 and wave 2 are also observed in Figs. 4b,c, and
imply a partial cancellation on the total eddy heat flux
(cf. Figs. 4a and 4b,c) that could explain why some
eastern Pacific blocks lead to significant perturbations of
the polar vortex while others do not (Nishii et al. 2011).
On the other hand, European (Figs. 5c,d) and Atlantic
(Figs. 5e,f) blocks tend to enhance wave-1 propagation
and suppress wave-2 propagation, since these blocking
regions are embedded in the Euro-Atlantic ridge of the
stationary tropospheric wave 1 and relatively close to the
stationary trough of wave 2 (see also Figs. 4b,c). Finally,
the results for Siberian blocks (Figs. 5g,h) indicate an
enhanced poleward heat flux in the lower stratosphere,
mostly related to wave 1, but also to wave 2. Previous
studies have already found that Siberian blocks can in-
tensify the upward propagation of wave 1 and eventually
cause a significant warming of the polar stratosphere
(Nishii et al. 2011).
We next explore if the blocking effects over the polar
vortex are sensitive to the ENSO phase. The composite
of total eddy heat flux for blocks occurring during EN
(Fig. 4d) is similar to that found for all winters, but with a
stronger signal over the Euro-Atlantic sector, which in-
cludes the main precursor of SSWs during EN (Fig. 1b).
In contrast, during LN (Fig. 4g), eastern Pacific and Si-
beria (the precursor regions of LN SSWs, Fig. 1c) are the
main blocking regions that foster a warming the polar
stratosphere, whereas the total poleward eddy heat flux
following Euro-Atlantic blocks is considerably reduced.
Therefore, the blocking regions that are more prone to
weaken the polar vortex during EN and LN are also the
corresponding locations of the blocking precursors of
SSWs (Fig. 1). On the other hand, the comparison of the
wave-1 and wave-2 heat flux components (Figs. 4b,c) and
their respective composites during EN (Figs. 4e,f) and
LN (Figs. 4h,i) indicates that the enhanced heat flux
associated with Atlantic blocks during EN is due to
wave 1. In fact, the wave-1 activity following Atlantic
blocks is strong enough to perturb significantly the polar
stratosphere during EN, but not during LN (Figs. 4e,h).
Conversely, the anomalous wave-2 activity following
eastern Pacific blocks is mostly restricted to LN winters
(cf. Figs. 4c and 4f,i). Note also that during LN, the
wave-2 contribution of eastern Pacific blocks to the total
eddy heat flux is strong enough to overcome the nega-
tive contribution from wave 1 (Fig. 4g). This is not the
case during EN, when the wave-1 effect of eastern Pa-
cific blocks is dominant (Fig. 4d). In summary, these
results indicate that the mean effect of regional blocking
on the polar vortex is ENSO dependent and this ENSO
modulation coincides reasonably well with that found
for the blocking precursors of SSWs. Thus, the ENSO
modulation of the relationship between blocking and
the polar vortex is quite independent on whether or not
blocks lead to SSWs.
c. ENSO modulation of SSWs
We have shown that, on average, Atlantic blocks
during EN and eastern Pacific blocks during LN perturb
significantly the polar vortex through the amplification
of wave 1 and wave 2, respectively. In addition, these
blocking regions also act as themain blocking precursors
of SSWs during EN and LN, respectively (section 3a).
Hence, it is reasonable to expect some association be-
tween ENSO and the wave signatures prior to SSWs,
with a tendency for wave-1 signatures before EN SSWs
and wave-2 features prior to LN SSWs. To explore this
relationship, we computed the temporal evolution of Z1
and Z2 anomalies for the period from 230 to 30 days
around the central date of SSWs (Fig. 6). Similar results
are obtained if the composites are computed for the
wave components of the poleward heat flux. The results
confirm that EN SSWs are frequently preceded by wave-
1 amplification (Fig. 6b), whereas LN SSWs preferably
occur after wave-2 amplification (Fig. 6c).
Figure 6 also shows the ENSO-based composites
corresponding to each type of SSW. It is found that
displacement SSWs are associated with wave-1 amplifi-
cation during both EN (Fig. 6e) and LN (Fig. 6f) and
some reduction in wave 2. This is in agreement with their
respective blocking precursors (European blocks during
EN and Siberian blocks during LN, Figs. 2c,e), which act
to enhance the upward propagation of wave 1 (Fig. 4b).
However, there are major differences in the wave pre-
conditioning of splitting SSWs between EN and LN.
During LN, splitting SSWs occur after a significant wave-
2 amplification (Fig. 6i), in agreement with the blocking
precursors of this type of SSW (eastern Pacific blocks,
Fig. 2f) and their effects on wave 2 (Fig. 4i). However,
splitting SSWs are associated to wave-1 amplification
during EN (Fig. 6h), in accordance with the wave-1 re-
sponse to Atlantic blocks (Fig. 4e), which are the main
precursors of this type of SSWs during EN (Fig. 2d).
Therefore, and despite the traditional belief of vortex
splits being associated with wave 2, our results indicate
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that, for the classification of SSWs adopted here, there is
not a one-to-one correspondence between the occurrence
of splitting SSWs and a preconditioned wave-2 forcing.
This was also stressed by Bancala et al. (2012), who found
that nearly half of the splitting SSWs that occurred during
the 1958–2002 period did not exhibit wave-2 signatures.
They argued that this mismatch was a result of the classi-
fication criterion of SSWs into splitting and displacement
events, which strongly relies on the postwarming period of
the SSW rather than on the wave activity before the SSW.
Our results further reveal that the lack of association
between splitting SSWs and wave-2 events is ENSO
dependent, being particularly apparent during EN, but
not during LN.
The absence of wave-2 signatures associated to split-
ting SSWs during EN is further supported by Fig. 7,
which shows the composited fields of equivalent latitude
at 700K around the central date of SSWs. The equiva-
lent latitude considers the area enclosed within a given
PV contour on an isentropic surface, and provides a very
useful vortex tracer (e.g., Nash et al. 1996). In contrast to
the LN composite (Fig. 7f), splitting SSWs during EN
FIG. 6. Composites of the temporal evolution of 50-hPa geopotential height wave-1 (Z1; blue) and wave-2 (Z2; red) anomalies at 608N
(gpm) and of the zonal mean zonal wind anomalies (m s21) at 10 hPa and 608N (black) for the [230, 30]-day period around the central date
of SSWs. The temporal evolution for (a)–(c) all SSWs, (d)–(f) displacement SSWs, and (g)–(i) splitting SSWs. The corresponding com-
posites during (left) all, (center) EN, and (right) LN winters. The numbers in the top-left corner of each panel indicate the sample size of
the composite. The periods highlighted with thickened lines indicate significant differences with respect to climatology at the 95%
confidence level. The significance is assessed with a Monte Carlo test of 5000 samples with the same number of cases and calendar days as
the SSWs of each composite but with random years of occurrence.
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(Fig. 7c) do not show the typical wave-2-like pattern
associated with the vortex division in two pieces, but
a vortex deformation with equatorward shift and exten-
sion toward Canada that rather resembles a displace-
ment SSW.
These results also imply that a wave-1 forcing during
EN does not necessarily mean a high probability of
occurrence of a displacement SSW, given that both
displacement and splitting SSWs preferentially display
a wave-1 preconditioning during that ENSO phase
(Figs. 6e,h). In fact, there are not significant differences
between the frequency of both types of SSWs during
EN (Fig. 3a). On the other hand, Figs. 6b,c do suggest
a tendency for wave-1 SSWs during EN and for wave-2
SSWs during LN. This is confirmed by the frequency
distribution of wave-1 and wave-2 SSWs during different
ENSO phases shown in Fig. 3b. In fact, all SSWs that
occurred during EN were wave-1 events. During LN,
there is not such a biased distribution toward wave-2
events, although the frequency of wave-1 (wave-2) SSWs
is significantly reduced (enhanced), as compared to cli-
matology. As a consequence, the frequency difference
between wave-1 andwave-2 SSWs does reveal significant
positive values during EN and negative ones during LN
(Fig. 3b, bottom plot). The strong connection between
EN and wave-1 SSWs and the preference for wave-2
SSWs during LN is in agreement with themodeling study
of Taguchi and Hartmann (2006). However, and con-
trary to our reanalysis results, these authors also found
more SSWs during EN than during LN, which may be
due to differences in the definition of SSWs, the short
observational record, or model deficiencies, such as the
underestimation of wave 2, as described in a more recent
version of that model by de la Torre et al. (2012), or the
reported problems in the representation of extratropical
ENSO teleconnections (Garfinkel et al. 2012).
In short, the stratification of SSWs into wave-1 and
wave-2 events provides a clearer picture of the ENSO
influence on the characteristics of the SSWs than that
obtained from the SSW classification into vortex splits
and displacements. As the grouping of SSWs into wave-
1 and wave-2 events is based on the stratospheric wave
activity before the SSWs, these results further confirm
the ENSO modulation of the SSWs’ precursors. In fact,
FIG. 7. Composites of equivalent latitude (8N) at 700K for the [25, 5]-day period of (a),(d) all SSWs; (b),(e) displacement SSWs; and
(c),(f) splitting SSWs that occur during (a)–(c) EN and (d)–(f) LN winters. Blue solid (dashed) line identifies the composited (climato-
logical) polar vortex, herein defined as the equivalent latitude of 558N. Above (below) normal values that are significant at p . 95% are
cross hatched with vertical (horizontal) lines. The significance was assessed with a Monte Carlo test of 1000 trials in which the same
number of SSW cases of each composite is chosen with random years, but keeping their days and months intact.
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the composite difference of the blocking precursors
of SSWs between EN and LN (Fig. 1d) resembles that
obtained between wave-1 and wave-2 SSWs (Fig. 1f).
d. On the causes behind the ENSO influence on the
blocking precursors of SSWs
Previous studies have suggested the presence of dis-
tinguishable signatures in the tropospheric circulation
anomalies that precede SSWs. For example, Nishii et al.
(2011) reported that quasi-stationary blocks over the
eastern Pacific region were more prone to cause pro-
nounced changes in the stratospheric circulation, and
Sjoberg and Birner (2012) found that SSWs were pref-
erentially preceded by long-lasting tropospheric forcing,
rather than by intense anomalies. In this section, we ex-
plore the possibility of ENSO influencing certain char-
acteristics of regional blocking that, in turn, favor the
occurrence of SSWs. This involves two steps: 1) identi-
fying an ENSO signal in any of the mean characteristics
of regional blocking (which should be coherent with
the ENSOmodulation of the blocking precursors), and
2) showing that such a change in the blocking character-
istics increases the likelihood for blocking to precede a
SSW.We consider blocking frequency and persistence as
the features of regional blocking to be tested.
We first examine the spatial winter distribution of
blocking frequency and persistence with respect to the
ENSO phase (Fig. 8). These composites are computed
with all winter blocking episodes, including the blocking
precursors of SSWs, although we obtain similar results if
the blocking precursors are removed before composit-
ing. The null hypotheses are that blocking frequency and
persistence do not change with the ENSO phase. Note
that the rejection of one of the null hypotheses does not
involve the rejection of the other one, since a change in
blocking frequency (i.e., the number of winter blocking
days) can arise by a change in the number of blocking
episodes and/or in blocking persistence.
The composites of blocking frequency (Figs. 8a–c)
reveal an ENSO effect on blocking frequency over the
Pacific sector, with eastern Pacific blocks being signifi-
cantly more frequent during LN than during EN. This is
FIG. 8. Composites of winter blocking frequency (% of winter days) for (a) EN; (b) LN, and (c) ENminus LNwinters; (d)–(f) as (a)–(c),
but for the mean winter blocking persistence (days). In (d) and (e) the mean blocking duration is expressed as the number of days above
5 days (the minimum blocking duration) so that a value of d actually means d 1 5 days. Cross-hatched areas with vertical (horizontal)
lines indicate above (below) normal values that are statistically significant at p. 95% confidence level after a Monte Carlo test of 1000
samples, each one having random years and the same size as the number of EN and LN winters. Black dots in (f) highlight selected
locations.
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in agreement with the enhanced frequency of Pacific
blocks prior to SSWs during LN (Fig. 1c) and its reduced
activity before EN SSWs (Fig. 1b). Therefore, the pref-
erence for Pacific blocking during LN is not restricted to
the occurrence of SSWs, but it is a climatological feature
of ENSO. The ENSO modulation of eastern Pacific
blocks agrees with the well-known extratropical man-
ifestation of ENSO [i.e., the Pacific North American
pattern (PNA)] and the negative correlation of the latter
with Pacific blocking frequency (Croci-Maspoli et al.
2007; see also Renwick andWallace 1996). However, LN
does not increase the mean winter frequency of Siberian
blocks (Fig. 8b), as it was found prior to LN SSWs. Fi-
nally, although Atlantic winter blocking tends to bemore
frequent during EN than during LN (Fig. 8c), similar to
what was reported for the blocking precursors of SSWs
(Fig. 1d), the ENSO influence on Atlantic blocking ac-
tivity is not statistically significant at p . 95% (Fig. 8a).
Therefore, we conclude that the ENSO modulation of
blocking frequency cannot fully explain the ENSO dif-
ferences in the blocking precursors of SSWs.
On the other hand, the ENSO differences in blocking
persistence (Figs. 8d–f) indicate that blocks tend to be
significantly longer lived over eastern Pacific and Siberia
during LN and over western Atlantic during EN. Except
for Europe, where the ENSO signal is weak, these are
also the regions of blocking precursors of SSWs during
LN and EN, respectively (Fig. 1d). In addition, the re-
gions where the mean blocking persistence is signifi-
cantly enhanced by ENSO (Fig. 8f) tend to coincide with
the areas where there is anENSO-related increase in the
stratospheric poleward heat flux response to blocking
(Fig. 4). The idea that blocking persistence enhances its
effects in the polar stratosphere was also pointed out by
Nishii et al. (2011), who argued that a block can increase
the positive interference with the planetary waves by
staying a long time over the stationary ridge. In summary,
we find that ENSO modulates the regional mean persis-
tence of blocking, and the spatial imprints of this ENSO
signal resemble the ENSO differences in the blocking
precursors of SSWs.
Thus, it remains to be shown that a longer persistence
in regional blocking actually favors the occurrence of
SSWs. To address this question we explored the changes
in the blocking predictive skill of SSWs with respect to
the blocking duration. To do so, we identified the oc-
currence of blocking patterns over regions lying within
500 km from selected grid points that are representative
of the key blocking precursor regions (Nishii et al. 2011).
We then grouped the blocking cases according to their
persistence over the selected area (note that as the se-
lected regions are relatively small, a high persistence
of a blocking pattern therein also involves high quasi
stationarity). Finally, we tested if the changes in regional
blocking persistence involve an improved linkage with
SSWs by simply computing the conditional probability
(%) of SSWoccurrence given the occurrence of blocking:
PSSWjblock(r,d)5 100fblock/SSW(r, d)/fblock(r, d) , (1)
where fblock/SSW is the frequency of regional blocking
episodes within 10 days before the SSW, and fblock is the
total number of regional blocking events (regardless
whether or not they are followed by a SSW). Equation (1)
is computed separately for all blocking episodes with
durations equal or longer than a given value d, and r
denotes the blocking region. To account for the ENSO
differences in the predictive skill of regional blocking,
we display the conditional probability PSSWjblock only
during the ENSO phase for which the regional block is
a precursor of SSWs. The distribution of this diagnostic
as a function of the blocking duration is shown in Fig. 9
for the main precursor regions of SSWs (Fig. 1). As
expected, the results indicate improvements in the pre-
dictability of SSWs during specific ENSO phases de-
pending on the blocking sector, withAtlantic (Pacific and
Siberian) blocks enhancing significantly the probability
of SSWs occurrence during EN (LN), as compared to
that expected from climatology. Moreover, it is found
that a high persistence of blocking over these regions
improves its precursor role of SSWs.
In summary, our results reveal that blocks tend to be
longer lived over the western Atlantic during EN and
over the eastern Pacific and Siberia during LN (Fig. 8f),
this change in blocking persistence being a favorable
condition for the occurrence of SSWs (Fig. 9). Therefore,
the spatial differences in the blocking precursors of EN
and LN SSWs (Fig. 1) could be explained by the ENSO
modulation on the mean blocking persistence.
4. Conclusions
In this study we have assessed the effect of ENSO on
the relationship between blocking and the polar vortex
in both the full dataset and the smaller subset of SSWs,
therein including the ENSO influence on the blocking
precursors of SSWs and on different diagnostics of SSWs,
such as the relative frequency distribution of each type of
SSW and the wave preconditioning of the polar vortex.
Most of these SSW signatures exhibit significant differ-
ences between opposite phases of ENSO. The main re-
sults can be summarized as follows:
1) SSWs are preceded by blocking patterns that occur
over different regions depending on the ENSO phase:
an enhanced activity of Atlantic blocking tends to
precede SSWs during El Ni~no (EN), while eastern
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Pacific blocks are the preferred precursors of SSWs
during La Ni~na (LN). This ENSO signal on the
blocking precursors of SSWs is larger than that
obtained in previous studies by stratifying the SSWs
into splitting and displacement SSWs. The relatively
weaker difference between the blocking predictors of
splitting and displacement SSWs seems to arise from
the diversity of precursors in both types of SSWs. In
fact, there are also ENSO differences in the blocking
precursors of splitting and displacement SSWs.
2) The blocking influence on the polar vortex is sensitive
to ENSO, regardless of whether or not the blocking
events yield SSWs. This spatial ENSO modulation
coincides with the ENSO differences in the blocking
precursors of SSWs.Blocks that occur over theAtlantic
and European sectors (the precursor regions of EN
SSWs) cause a larger effect on the polar stratosphere
during EN than during LN due to an increased wave-1
upward propagation. During LN, eastern Pacific
blocking is associated with an enhanced stratospheric
heat flux by wave 2 that overcomes its wave-1 cooling
effect, thus explaining the predilection for these pre-
cursors during LN.
3) As a consequence of points 1 and 2, there are ENSO
differences in the preconditioned wave activity of
SSWs.As such, SSWs that develop during EN tend to
be preceded by wave-1 amplification, regardless the
type of SSW (splitting or displacement), while there
is a dominance of wave 2 prior to SSWs that occur
during LN. However, and contrary to EN SSWs, the
wave activity before LN SSWs depends on the type
of SSW: splitting SSWs tend to be preceded by wave-2
amplification, whereas displacement SSWs are trig-
gered by wave 1.
4) The ENSO effect on the wave signatures of the SSWs
leads to an unbalanced frequency distribution of
wave-1 and wave-2 SSWs between opposite ENSO
phases. Wave-1 SSWs are more likely to occur during
EN, while LN enhances the occurrence of wave-2
SSWs over wave-1 events. However, the ENSO signal
in the frequency of wave-1 and wave-2 SSWs does not
have a corresponding effect on the relative occur-
rence of displacement and splitting SSWs. This can
be explained by the lack of correspondence between
wave-2 and splitting SSWs during EN.
5) The blocking precursor regions coincide with the
areas where ENSO significantly increases blocking
persistence, supporting that there are specific signa-
tures in the blocking precursors of SSWs, as compared
to nonprecursor blocks. In fact, the development of
long-lived blocks seems to increase the likelihood of
SSWs occurrence. These findings allow us to identify
a feasible mechanism by which ENSO modulates the
FIG. 9. Distribution of the blocking predictive skill of SSWs (%) as
a function of the time that blocking stays over regions of 6500km
centered on selected points (highlighted in Fig. 8f), shown in the top
plots for (a) Pacific (658N, 1508W) during LN, (b) Atlantic (658N,
508W) during EN, and (c) Siberia (658N, 658E) during LN. The
distribution of the frequency of regional blocking episodes with
duration equal or longer than the indicated value are shown in the
bottom plots of (a)–(c). The skill is defined as the conditional
probability of SSWs occurrence under the occurrence of a block (see
text for details). Filled circles indicate that the probability is signif-
icantly higher than that expected from climatology at the p . 95%
confidence level, as derived fromaMonteCarlo test of 1000 samples
by selecting randomly the years of EN and LN winters.
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blocking precursors of SSWs: ENSO influences re-
gional blocking persistence, which, in turn, modulates
the blocking effect on the polar stratosphere and
changes the odds for blocking to trigger SSWs.
This study contributes to our understanding of the
ENSO influence on SSWs, including LN winters, which
for a long time were not thought to be particularly prone
to the occurrence of these extreme events. Our results
also involve a potential improvement in the prediction
of SSWs based on the knowledge of the ENSO phase
and suggest that more skillful predictions of SSWs are
expected to be gained, not only from the simple occur-
rence of blocking, but also from its persistence.
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